
Coyote popup display set up instructions
Frame Assembly
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Stretch frame to size, snapping 
magnetic locking arms together. 

Attach magnetic channel bars 
to circular magnets. 

Continue to attach remaining 
panels by hooking to purple hooks. 
Make sure all panel edges align with 

middle line on channel bars.

Graphic Application

Prepare frame for assembly by locating 
the purple hooks on top of the frame.

Attach panels starting with left
curved endcap panel. Hook panel on purple 
hooks on front and back of frame. Attach 

rest of panel to magnetic channel bar.
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Graphic application is complete.

Attach graphic panels from left to right. 
Hook panels on purple hooks and apply 

panel to the magnetic channel bar.

watch video

Frame is assembled.



Coyote popup accessory instructions - Bubble Panel
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Assemble Coyote frame as directed 
on page 9.
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Assembly

Attach channel bars with L bracket on 
middle of frame. Hook bottom panel to 

frame and channel bar.
Hook middle panel to frame 

and channel bar. 

Connect electrical prong to light 
strips. 

Attach lights to velcro strip
on panels.

Snake power cord from under frame and 
connect to light source.

Locate purple hook on the top of 
the bubble panel. 

Hook left side of purple hook into 
L bracket. Bend panel and 
repeat for the right side. Display is complete.

Graphic Assembly

Hook top panel to frame 
and channel bar. 



Coyote accessory instructions - Tower

Prepare frame for assembly.

Apply channel bars with metal light clips
to center of frame.

*Make sure grey latches are on top. This
indicates the center of frame when frame is standing.  

Assembly

If lights are included, attach lights to clips 
on channel bars. Then connect the cords 

to the lights.

Apply graphic by hooking top of panel to 
 the purple hook. Repeat for remaining 

graphic panels.

Display is complete
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Stand and twist frames outward. Connect 
gray latches located in middle of frame. 

Apply channel bars to frame.
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Pull frame apart and lock green connectors.
*If lights are included continue with step 3, 

if lights aren’t included, skip to step 5.
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Graphic Assembly

gray latches channel bars



Coyote popup accessory instructions - Monitor Mount

Apply all graphic panels, 
excluding the center. Attach vertical bar onto frame. 

Lock the horizontal bar onto the vertical 
bar by tightening the screw into place.

Apply center graphic panel and make sure
opening is at the top of the display.

vertical bar

horizontal bar
(3 sizes, large for rear curve panel, 

medium for straight panel, small for 
front curved panel)

monitor bracket

monitor (not provided)

monitor with attached 
monitor bracket
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Assembly
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Locate the monitor and attach the
bracket on the back.

Attach the monitor bracket to the 
horizontal pole. Tighten in place.
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Assemble Coyote frame as directed 
on page 9.

Display is complete.



Coyote popup accessory instructions - Internal Shelf

Apply magnetic channel bars to frame.
Attach top and bottom graphic 

panels to frame.
Place black plastic panel in middle of 

frame on the bottom.

Insert a black plastic panel into the top 
of middle frame and hold in place.

While holding top siding in place, 
insert left vertical siding.

*Make sure the sides have grooves for shelf.

Place graphic panel on the back of the 
frame, behind middle opening to enclose 

the space.

Insert clear shelving using the grooves
on black plastic panels to hold in place.

Start attaching graphic panels, doing
the end caps first then center graphics. Display is complete.

Continue holding the top shelf and insert 
right side. *Make sure the sides have 

grooves for shelf.

Lights will come pre‑installed in 
top of shelf kit.

Includes: 
2 puck lights, power cord &

power adapter

Assembly
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Assemble Coyote frame as directed 
on page 9.

Graphic Application Optional Light Kit



Lights 

foam pad is added to bottom 
of case with graphics only.

Coyote popup OCP packing instructions
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1. Roll counter wrap with plastic 
facing out and place inside the 
case against the outside wall.

2. Individually roll panels and 
place inside case until all panels 
are in the case and against the 
outside wall. (fabric to fabric/
magnet to magnet)

3. Pack channel bar into the 
storage bag. Then release 
magnetic locking arms to 
collapse the frame. 

4. Place foam pad in bottom of 
case then pack frame and bag 
in the center.

5. Counter top snaps inside lid 
holding the lights in place.

*Allow lights to cool before 
packing.

Packing instructions

Roll counter wrap Frame and foam pad

OCP Lid

counter top 
instructions

lights



Packing instructions

Counter top

Channel bars

Case to counter 
outer panel
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Counter base

Light cartonFrame

Coyote popup OCP Elite packing instructions

1. Insert channel bars 
upright into the holder 
in the bottom of the 
case. Slide the counter 
base into the case along 
the door side. 16

2. Place the counter top 
in the protective bag, 
then place it in the case 
along the side opposite 
the door.

3. Pack the frame next to 
the channel bar holder.

4. Place the wrapped 
panels between 
the counter base and 
counter top.

5. Roll up the case‑to
‑counter outer panel. 
Secure it with rubber 
bands and insert it in the 
center of the wrapped 
panels into the well in the 
bottom of the case. 

6. Slide the light carton 
between the frame and 
counter base.


